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Welcome to Koh Samui. Get ready to fuel your stay at W Koh Samui.
Whether you’re visiting for an action packed escape or to soak it all in at
the beach, we’ve got you covered with the coolest insider tips
to maximize your stay.

ZITA CSURGO 
4/1 Moo 1, Maenam, Koh Samui, 
Thailand 
zita.csurgo@whotels.com 

FUEL YOUR WORKOUT
AT FIT

You are on holiday but you don’t 
want to fall out of the everyday 
routine or just want to try some-
thing new? Go for one of the FIT 
classes and FUEL your workout. 
Jet-lagged or like to wake up 
early, enjoy the sunrise yoga at 
WET or Muay Thai class at WOOBAR. 
In case you like to lay in, classes 
are also available in the afternoon.

INSIDER TIP
Contact FIT at 33 for bookings.

NEED MORE TIPS?
GET IN TOUCH.

XQUAD SAMUI RAID
MAENAM SOI 1.

If you do not mind getting a bit 
wet and dirty, then XQuad Samui 
is for you. This company organizes 
quad motor tours into the jungle, 
visiting a temple on the highest 
point of Samui and a hidden 
waterfall in the middle of the 
island. The tours start in the 
morning and come back late 
afternoon.

INSIDER TIP
Don’t wear your favorite shoes.

FUEL YOUR BODY
GREENLIGHT CAFE & BAR
FISHERMAN’S VILLAGE

Greenlight Cafe & Bar is one of 
the best places on the island to 
grab a healthy snack or a quick 
lunch that will fill you up and will
be good for your body. 
The café is about 10 minutes 
drive from W Koh Samui and 
offers a selection of fair- trade, 
organic coffees and teas as well 
as gluten free and vegan
breakfast, cakes and lot more.

CAPTURE IT 
BEACH DINNER 
Some of the most stunning images 
from high above are done by 
drones. We’ve got you covered. 
Dining Under the Stars is our 
private beach dinner, the “Going 
Wild” set includes your personal 
drone shoot, so you can kick back 
with a cocktail while we capture 
your escape.  

INSIDER TIP
Use the social media #hitESC to 
share your experience.  

Every month they host a Green 
Market, where local producers 
showcase and sell their products. 
For the dates look for the Insider.

INSIDER TIP

FIVE ISLANDS
LONGTAIL BOAT TOURS

A truly insider experience is what 
you are looking for? Set sail to 
neighboring islands, picnic on 
deserted beached and enjoy the 
most beautiful sunset, while 
cruising between the Five Islands, 
in your private, traditional long 
tail boat.




